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ON THE UNIQUENESS AND AND EXISTENCE OF
ENTROPY SOLUTIONS OF WEAKLY COUPLED SYSTEMS
OF NONLINEAR DEGENERATE PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
H. HOLDEN, K. H. KARLSEN, AND N. H. RISEBRO
Abstract. We prove uniqueness and existence of entropy solutions for the Cauchy problem of
weakly coupled systems of nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations. The uniqueness proof is an
adaption of Kruzkov's "doubling of variables" proof. We prove existence of an entropy solution
by demonstrating that the Engquist-Osher finite difference scheme is convergent and that any
limit function satisfies the entropy condition. The convergence proof is based on deriving a
series of a priori estimates and using a general L p compactness criterion. We also present a
numerical example motivated by biodegradation in porous media.
1. Introduction
In this paper we will prove uniqueness and existence of entropy solutions for weakly coupled
systems of nonlinear (strongly) degenerate parabolic equations the form
when we introduce
We will consider the Cauchy problem for the weakly coupled system (1.1); i.e., we require that
We assume that the nonlinear (convection and diffusion) flux functions satisfy the general
conditions
(1.4) F K e Lipi oc (R;R d ), F K (0) =O,A K 6 Lip loc (R), A K nondecreasing with A K {O) =O,
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(1.1) u? + d\vF K (u K ) =&A K (u K ) + g K (U), {x,t) € n T , k=1,...,K.
Here
U = {u\...,u K )
F K (u K ) = (F 1 K (u K ),...,F2(u K )),
n T =R d x [O,T],
for some T positive. The system (1.1) can more compactly be written as
(1.2) U t + divF(U) =AA{U) + G{U),
F i {U) = (Fl(u 1 ),...,F1<(u K )),
A(U) = {A 1 (u 1 ) : ...,A K (u K )),
G(U) = {g 1 (U) J ...,g K (U)).
(1.3) U\ t=o =U O 6 L 1(R d ] TL K )r\L cc (R d ;R K ).
where k = 1,..., K. In addition, we assume that
(1.5) GeLi PIOC (R*;R K ), G(0) = 0.
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This class of nonlinear partial differential equations includes several important equations as
special cases. When g K vanishes identically for all k, the equation (1.1) becomes K scalar partial
differential equations. In particular, the single conservation law
u t + div /(u) = 0,
is a 'simple' special case of (1.1). The regularized conservation law
ut + div/(w) = Au
is another equation within the class analyzed here. Included is also the heat equation
(1.6) ut =Au,
the porous medium equation
as well as the nonlinear strongly degenerate convection-diffusion equation arising the recent theory
of sedimentation-consolidation processes (see [7]):
Weakly coupled arise in relaxation regularizations of conservation laws, where one studies a
linear system of equations of the type
If u is a scalar, then a is a positive number. Furthermore, weakly coupled systems also arise
in mathematical models of biodegradation, see Cirpka et al. [l3], and the numerical example in
Section 5.
Due to the nonlinearity, the mixed hyperbolic-parabolic problem (1.1)—(1.3) will in general
possess shock wave solutions, a feature that may reflect the physical phenomenon of breaking of
waves. This is well-known in the context of conservation laws. Consequently, due tO this loss of
regularity, it is necessary to work with weak solutions. A function uK is called a weak solution if
uK satisfies (1.1) in the sense of distributions, and uK (t) -> ug in L l as 1 1 0.
However, weak solutions are in general not uniquely determined by their data. We will here
consider weak solutions that satisfy a so-called Kruzkov type entropy condition (such solutions
are called entropy solutions):
\u K - k\ t + div[sign(uK - k)(FK (uK ) - FK {k))}
~ A \A K {uK)-AK {k)\ <sign{uK -k)gK (U) in V(UT ) for all k G R.
For a precise statement of the defmition of an entropy solution, see Section 2. For pure hyperbolic
equations, the entropy condition (2.1) was introduced by Kruzkov [32] and Vohpert [4l]. For
degenerate parabolic equations, it must be attributed to Vohpert and Hudjaev [42]. The well
posedness of the entropy solution framework for weakly coupled system of degenerate parabolic
equations is the content of the following theorem, which is the main contribution of this paper:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that the conditions in (1.4) and (1.5) hold. Then there exists a unique
entropy solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1-3).
We remark that existence and uniqueness of entropy solutions for weakly coupled system of
first order hyperholic equations have been proved by Natalini and Hanouzet [34] and Rohde [3B].
The existence assertion of Theorem 1.1 follows from the results in Section 4. As was done by
Evje and Karlsen [2o] and Karlsen and Risebro in [2B] for scalar equations, existence of an entropy
solution is here proved by establishing convergence of suitable finite difference approximations.
ut = Aum , m > 1,
the two-phase reservoir flow equation
ut + (-j—£ rj) = (A(u))xx , A(u) =[U v(l -v) dv,
ut + V •/(*/) = AD(u), D' >O.
ut - \faux = -g(u,v),
vt + \/avx - g(u,v).
u K e^nL^nC^T;!1 ), ViK («K ) eL2 ,
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We mention that for the existence proof one can replace the difference approximations used in
this paper by proper adoptions of the numerical approximations studied in [l9, 24, 4] or the
vanishing viscosity method [42]. For a partial overview of numerical methods for entropy solutions
of nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations, we refer to [lß].
We now continue with more details about the convergence proof. Let h > 0 and At > 0 denote
the spatial and temporal discretization parameters, respectively. We then let u^n denote the finite
difference approximation of uK (ih,nAt). In the one-dimensional case. the explicit finite difference
scheme takes the form
where D_ and D+ are the usual backward and forward difference operators, respectively. In (1.8),
FK ' EO denotes the Engquist-Osher numerical flux function [l7] defined by
We refer to Section 4 for precise statements in the multi-dimensional case.
The convergence proof is based on deriving uniform L°°, L l , and BV bounds on the approximate
solution Uh, where u h - uh (x,t) denotes a piecewise constant interpolation of {uf} in . These
bounds are readily obtained by exploiting that the difference operator on the left-hand side of the
equality sign in (1.8) is L 1 contractive, so that the standard estimates from hyperbolic conservation
laws apply. Equipped with the BV bound, we use the difference scheme itself and Kruzkov's
interpolation lemma [3l] to show that um is uniformly L 1 continuous in time. Kolmogorov's
compactness criterion then immediately gives L\oc convergence (along a subsequence) of {uh } h>o
to a function u€ Ll n L°° n C([o,T];L 1 ) such that u(t) -> u 0 in L 1 as ti 0. To ensure that
the limit u is the (unique) entropy solution, we first prove that the difference scheme satisfies a
so-called discrete entropy inequality and hence it follows, by standard arguments that the entropy
condition (1.7) holds true for the limit u. Finally, by an energy type argument we obtain that
A(uh) converges (along a subsequence) to A(u) in L2oc and V A{u) G L 2. For other papers dealing
with numerical schemes for weakly coupled systems, see [39, 36] (and the references therein).
The uniqueness assertion of Theorem 1.1 follows from the results in Section 3. The uniqueness
proof is an adaption of the celebrated "doubling of variables" proof due to Kruzkov [32] for first
order equations along with an extension to second order equations by Carrillo [9]. To put the
second order case in a proper perspective, let us illustrate Kruzkov's "doubling" device on the
simple heat equation (1.6).
At stake is the integral inequality (from which uniqueness readily follows 1 )
(1.9) \v-u\t- A\v-u\ < 0 in V'(UT ),
where v = v(x,t),u = u(x,t) are two entropy solutions of the heat equation (1.6).
Following Kruzkov [32] closely, we use the entropy inequalities for v = v(x,t) and u u(y,s)
to derive
where <f> = <fi(x,t,y,s) is a test function on llt x llt- Following the guidelines in [32] once more,
a elever choice of test function is
where ip is again a test function and lop is an approximate delta function with smoothing radius
p> 0.
With this choice, we have
IFormally, one takes a test function that is constant in space and equals the characteristic function on the time
interval [o,t]. This yields \\u(t) - v(t)\\ < \\u0 - vo \\.
K,n+l K,n v
(1.8) -j A~ Ul + I>_ (i^EO (<'n , <£) - IM" «'n )j =SK W), «=1»•• • > K>
F'6 ' EO (Uj t;) = dr.
(1.10) (\v-u\ {dt + da ) 4> +\v- u\ (Az + Ay ) <f>\ dt dx dsdy > 0
xi * \ if x + y i±±\ fx-y t-s\
(dt + ds )4>= l(dt + ds ) rfi (2±K, *±*)] lop *?) ,
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so that the singular (as pi 0) term cancels out. However, with the second order operator Ax +A y
we run into problems since there only holds that (see Section 3)
(1.11) (A, +2 Vx  Vy +Ay ) 0 = [(A, +2V, • V, +A y ) j, (2±a, *&)] ujp (£=*, *=*) .
(1.12)
where the singular (as p \. 0) right-hand side is given by
The question emerges how to get rid of the RHS term. At this stage, one should recall that the
"entropy dissipation" term has been thrown away in the course of deriving the entropy inequality
(1.7). At least formally, the classical derivation of the entropy condition (see, e.g., Vohpert and
Hudjaev [42]) would actually produce a right-hand side of (1.10) of the form
(1.13)
We see now that if this term is added to RHS, the result is
The advantage with this term is that RHS has a definite sign and can therefore be thrown away.
The above argument can be made rigorous by working with a "smooth" approximation of sign(-),
see Section 3. Although the proof of uniqueness for general second order equations (and weakly
coupled systems of such) is more technical, the basic ideas are still those illustrated here on the
heat equation.
To finish the story, we follow again [32] when making the change of variables z (x - y)/2,
r = (t - s)/2 and x = {x + y)/2, i - (t + s)/2, which turns (1.12) into the elegant form
(1.14)
Sending p l 0 in (1.14), we get (1.9) since ifi was an arbitrary test function.
As we have seen, at least from point of view of carrying out the Kruzkov proof for second
order equations, there seems to be a term missing in the entropy condition (for the heat equation
the form of this term is hinted in (1.13)). Here a major breakthrough was found recently by
Carrillo [9], who exploited the assumption VA(u) € L 2 to "test" the governing equation against
sign(A(u) - A(c)), a trick that eventually produced the "entropy dissipation" term needed for the
Kruzkov proof to work. In our context, CarrihVs trick is carried out in the proof of Lemma 3.1
herein. In [9], scalar equations with / = f(u),A = A(u) were studied. Adopting the ideas in [9],
uniqueness results for more general scalar equations with x,t dependent coefficients were proved
recently by Karlsen and Risebro [29] and Karlsen and Ohlberger [27]. In this paper, we follow
rather closely the presentation in [29]. To make the paper self-contained, we have chosen to give
rather detailed proofs, although parts of the proofs are similar to those in [9, 29].
It is worthwhile pointing out that different from [9], we work here with all the derivatives on
the test functions ([9] keeps one derivative on the diffusion function) and we exploit fully identity
(1.11). We feel that this slightly simplifies the uniqueness proof. There is also a similarity here
with the uniqueness proof for viscosity solutions of degenerate second order equations [26].
For some other related papers dealing with the Kruzkov's "doubling" device in the context of
second order (scalar) equations of the type studied herein, see (the list is certainly incomplete)
[3, 8, 37, 11, 40, 14, 5, 6, 35, 33, 24, 23, 27, 21, 12].
Before ending this discussion about uniqueness, we would like to draw special attention to the
paper by Chen and Dißenedetto [ll] (see also Chen and Perthame [l2]) cited in the above list,
which roughly speaking includes the "entropy dissipation" term into their very defmition of an
entropy solution. This is thus another way of circumventing the problem with extending Kruzkov's
With if> = i]) *±*) and up = ujp V)' ( Ll °) then takes the form
12) f(\v-u\(dt + ds )ip+ \v-u\(Ax +2X7x -¥ y +Ay )^u)p dtdxdsdy > RHS,
RHS =2/\v- u\ Vx  X7 y (f) dt dx ds dy =-2/ Vx v  V y u sign (v -u)(pdt dx ds dy.
/ (|VX v\ + \V y u\ ] sign'(i; - u)(f)dtdx ds dy.
RHS = / |Væ v-Vy u\ sign (v - u)(pdtdxds dy,
(\v u\ipi + \v u\ Axip)Up{z, r) didx dr dz > 0.
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uniqueness proof to second order equations. However, from the point of view of establishing
existence (i.e., convergence of approximate solutions), this method is less satisfactory since it is a
more involved process to pass to the limit of approximate solutions in an entropy inequality that
includes the "entropy dissipation" term than in the standard one (1.7).
2. Definitions and Preliminaries
Recall that a function n: R—> Ris called an entropy function if it is convex and C 2. For
k 1,..., K, a vector-valued function q K (gf,..., q%) : R—>Rd is called an entropy flux if it
satisfies the compatibility conditions
For k 1,...,K, a function rK : R—> Ris called a diffusion entropy flux if it satisfies the
compatibility conditions
For k € R, the function n(u) \u —k\ is called a Kruzkov entropy function. The associated
functions
are called the Kruzkov entropy fluxes. Observe that r K {u) = sign(w - k)(A K (u) - A K (k)). We can
now state the following definition of an entropy solution.
Definition 2.1 (Entropy Solution). A vector-valued function U (u 1 ,... ,uK ): Ut ~> R-A is
called an entropy solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1),(1.3) if for all k = 1,..., K:
(i) u K e nL°°(UT ) ncao^l-L^R11 )).
(2) A K {u K ) e L 2 {[o,T];H 1 {Rd )).
(3) For all entropy functions 77: R -> R and corresponding entropy fluxes qK ,rK ,
n{uK ) t + d\vqK (u K ) - &r K {uK ) < n'{u K )g K {U) in V'(UT )]
that is, for any non-negative test function <j>(x,t) € C^^t)
(2.2)
We recall that it is equivalent to require that (2.1) holds for the Kruzkov entropies: for any
k G R and any non-negative test function 4>{x,t) e C£°(Ut),
It is well-known that (2.3) in particular implies that U is a weak solution, that is,
for any <f> € Co°(IIr). We shall need the following five technical lemmas to prove existence of an
entropy solution.
dq« , , ~ ,dF"
(„)=,(„)_(„)
dJl {u) = i{u) dA- {u) .
q K (u) = sign(w - k)(FK {u) - FK {k)), r K {u) = \AK {u) - A K {k)
(2.1) / f(r}(uK )4>t + qK {u K ) -V 0 + rK (uK )A</>) dtdx > - / I r)'' {u K )g K {U)(f>dtdx.
(4) For any ball Br = {x € Rd | |x| < r},
/ \uK (x, t) Uq(x)\ dx -» 0 essentially as 11 o+.
ff(\uK - k\(f>t + sign(w K -k) [FK (u K ) - FK (k)}  V <f> + - A K (/c)| Aø) dt cfe
(2.3) nx
>- / I'sign(wK ~k)gK {U)4>dtdx.
(2.4) ff(uK (Pt + F K (u K )-V<P + A K {u K = - IfgK {U)4>dtdx, k=1,...,K,
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Lemma 2.2 (Crandall and Tartar [l6]). Let (fi,/Lt) be a measure space and let D C Assume
that ifu and v are in D, then also u V v is in D. Let T be a map D -» D such that
Then the following statements, valid for all u and v m D, are equwalent:
(1) Ifu<v, then Tin) <T(v).
(2) /n '((T(ti) - 7») V0) d/i < Jfi ((w -v)V 0) d/i.
(3) Jn \T(u)-T(v)\dfi<JQ \u-v\dfi.
Let u: nT -> Rbe a function such that u{-,t) GL1 (Rd ) for all t G (O,T). By a modulus of
continuity, we mean a nondecreasing continuous function v: [O, co) -> [O, co) such that i/(0) = 0.
We say that u has v as a spatial modulus of continuity if
(2.5)
(where v may depend on i). We also say that u has wasa temporal modulus of continuity if there
is a modulus of continuity uj(-;u) such that for each r G (O,T),
(2.6)
Lemma 2.3 (L 1 compactness lemma). Let {uh } h>o be a sequence of functions defined on UT and
assume that we have that:
(1) There exists a constant C > 0, independent of h, such that
K(-,*)IIli(r") <c, |M-,*)||l~(r<*) <C, te (o,T)
(2) There exists a spatial modulus of continuity v, independent of h, such that
\\u h {-+y,t)-uh {-,t)\\ L i {Rd) <v{\y\;uh ), GRd , te (0,T);
(3) There exists a temporal modulus of continuity uj, independent of h,
\\uh (-,t +t) - u h (-,t)\\ LHßd) < uj(r;uh ), r G (O,T) and t G (O,T - r).
r/ien {w/l } /l>o compact in the strong topology ofL\oc {UT)- Moreover, any limit point of{uh } h>o
belongs to Ll {JlT) f) L°°(UT ) n C([o,T]; L1^))-
Lemma 2.4 (L2 compactness lemma). Let {w/i} /l>o e a sequence of functions defined on UT and
assume that we have that:
(1) There exists a constant Ci > 0, independent of h, such that
||tø/i||z,2(ri T ) < Ci!
(2) There exists a constant C 2 > 0, independent of h, such that
(3) T/iere exists a constant C 3 > 0, independent of h, such that
!K(-,- + r) -n/l (-,-)|| L 2 {Rdx(0)T_r)) < Cgv r G (O,T).
TTien {w/i} /l>o is compact in the strong topology of L\oC {Ht)- Moreover, any limit point of {uh} h>o
belongs to L2 ([o, T]; Hl {Kd )).
Lemma 2.5 (Kruzkov [3l]). Let u(x,t) be a bounded measurable function defined on Ut- For
t G (O,T) assume that u possesses a spatial modulus of continuity
(2.7)
/ T(u) dfi = u d/j,, ue D.
n n
sup / \u{x+ y;t) - u(x,t)\ dx <v(r;u),
\y\<r Jnd
sup / \u{x,t +s) -u(x,t)\ dx < uj(t;u), te(O,T-r).
o<s<t JRd
IM- +y, ) - uh {-, -)lUa(nr ) < CM, y e Rd ;
/ \u (x + e,t) u(x, t)\ dx < u(\e\ ;u),
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where v does not depend on t. Suppose that for any <f> £ Cø°(R d ) and any tifa £ (O,T),
where a denotes a multi-index, and ca are constants not depending on (p or t. Then for any
tu t2 £ (O,T) and all £ > 0
(2.9)
3. Uniqueness of Entropy Solution
In this section, we prove uniqueness of the entropy solution. Let
MK := \\u K \\ Lca{UT) , /* = AK {-MR ), LK = AK (M K ),
and define the function (A K )~ : [l K ,L K] -» R by
Notice that this is a lower semicontinuous function and denote by EK the set
To be able to carry out Kruzkov's uniqueness proof in our second order context, we need the
following version of an important lemma of Carrillo [9].
Lemma 3.1 (Entropy Dissipation Term). Let uK be the Kth component of an entropy weak solution
of (1.1) ; (1.3). Then, for any non-negative ø £ Co°(IIt) and k £ R such that A K (k) £ EK ,
Proof. In what follows, we define u(t) =uo for t < 0 and u(t) = 0 for t > T. Throughout this
proof, one should keep in mind that
An entropy solution is also a weak solution, and an integration by parts in the weak formulation
yields
for any ø £ Cq°(Ht)- In v iew of (1.4), (1.5), and Definition 2.1, there exists a constant such that
(2.8) / (u (x, £2) u (x ,ti)) (f)(x) dx < ConstT ( YJ ca \\D a (f>\\ Loo ,-Rd , ) \t 2 —ti
\a\<m
/ \u(x,t2 ) u(x,ti)\ dx < C \\t2 —h\ 2J _ + iy ( M ' £ )
\ \a\<m I
(AK ) \r) := min jf G [-MK ,M K ] \ A K (() = r}.
E K =lr e [l K ,LK ] (AK ) *is discontinuous at r\.
Furthermore, for e > 0,
(-1, £<"£,
sign£ (0 = <£/£, -£<(<£,
ff (\uK - k\dt 4> + sign(uK -k) [FK (u K ) - FK (k)}  V 0 + \AK {uK ) - A K (k)\ A</>) åt dx
,zl) =lim ff \V AK {uK )\ 2 sign'£ (AK (uK ) - A K (k))4>dtdx -ff sign(u K - k)g K (U)ødtdx
= limi ff \V AK (u K )\ 2 (pdtdx- ff sign{u K - k)g K (U)<pdtdx.
\A"(v")-A"(k)\<e n T
(3.2) V\AK (u K ) - A K (k)\ =sign(u K -k)VAK (u K ) a.e. on nT .
(3.3) ff(uK (pt + [F K (u K ) ~ V AK {u K )] -V<f>\dtdx =- If g K (U)4>dtdx,
ff([FK {uK)-VAK {uK )] -X7(f) + g K (U)4>)dtdx
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This bound implies that (3.3) holds for all (p G
For e> 0 and <f> G Cg°(TL T ), introduce the functions
To show (3.4), for e > 0, we introduce the time-regularized test function
Observe that ip« G L 2 ([o,T]; F 1 (R)) and V£' Ai G ff 1 (Hr), i.e., </£' Af is indeed an admissible test
function in the weak formulation of (1.1). Consequently, (3.3) reads
Since .4* is a convex function, we have
(3.5) ,4£(z 2 ; k) - A«( Zl ;k) > (z 2 - zi) sign e (A K (*i) - A K (/c)), z u z 2 GR.
In view of (3.5) and the definition of ?/£, we have, for a.e. (x,t) G llt,
-{u K (x,t) - u K (x,t - At))tø < ~{A«(u K (x,t);k) - A«(u K (x,t ~ At);fc))ø.
Using this inequality we get
Keeping in mind that £ ' Ai -» in as At 10, it hence follows that
which is one half of (3.4). To prove the opposite inequality, one proceeds exactly as before using
the time-regularized test function tø> At (x, *) = i St-At £ ( s ) ds and tne inequality
This concludes the proof of our claim (3.4).
Let (p, k be as stated in the lemma. Then one can easily check that, as e i 0,
A*(u K ; k) -> \u K -k\ a.e. in II T .
< Const(j|u K || L 2 (riT ) + || V A k {u k )\\ L 2 {Ut) j \\<l>\\l*([o,T);Hi{*.*)) 
A KE {z- k) =f" sign £ (A K (0 - A K (k)) d£, tø (u K ) - sign e (A K (u K ) - A"{k))<f>.
We claim that
(3.4) !j[A Ke {u K ]k)ét+ [F K (u K )-VA K (u K )} -Vrl> e }dtdx =- jj g K {U)tødtdx.
-i rt+At
w At {x,t) = j r £ {x,s)ds.
ff(u K {^ At ) t + {F K (u*) -VA K (u K )]  VV£' At ) dtdx =~ ff g^U)^ At dtdx
Furthermore
ff i am ff K il> £ (x,t + At)-ip"{x,t) , .
// u K (^' A£ ) i dtdx= u £ -dtdx
n T n T
= _ i r „«(,,«)-^(,,t-At) tf rf( dx
II u* ). dtd x <-jj
U T n T
Ut
-> ff Å K£ {u K ]k)4)tdtdx as AU 0
I f(A«{u K ;k)<f> t + [F K (u K ) -V A K (u K )] >- ff g K {UW dtdx
-(u K (x,t + At)-u K > ~(A*(u K {x,t + At);k) - A*(u K (x,t);k))(f).
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Moreover, we have \A£ (u K ; k)\ < \u K k\, so by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem
Furthermore,
h
-lim [[\VAK (u K )\ 2 sign£ {AK {u K )-AK (k))4>dtdxeiO J J
u T
+ lim II sign£ {AK (u K ) - AK {k)) (fk (uk ) - F K (k) -VØdtdx.
u T
h
since .A K (/c) 0 £K . Here Cis some constant that depends on the Lipschitz constant of FK and <j>.
Furthermore, we have
lim If sign£ {A K (u K ) - A K (k))g K {U)4>dtdx =II sign(u K - k)g K (U)<j>dtdx.
U T n T
Consequently, sending £ | 0 in (3.4) and then doing an integration by parts (keeping (3.2) in
mind), we obtain the desired equality (3.1). D
lim fl A*(uK ;k)dt (f)dtdx= f i \u K - k\dt (f> åt dx.
lim ff(FK (uK)-FK (k)-VAK (u K -Vip*dtdx
= lim I! [fk {uk ] - F K {k) -VAK (u K)) • V sign£ (A K {u K ) -AK {k))<\> dt dx
+ lim ff sign£ (A K (uK ) - A K (k))(FK (u K ) - F K (k) -X? AK
= lim /Isign'£ (AK (uK ) -AK (h)) (fk (uK ) -FK • V AK {u K )<pdtdx
Regarding I\ we have
17x1= lim [fdivt fA U sign;(r-^(/c))(F«((^)" 1 (r))-FK ((AK )- 1 (^(^))))drJødtdx
= lim ff IT " signar - AK {k))(FK {(AK)-\r)) -FK {(A*)- 1 (AK (k)))) dr j -V 4>dtdx
<Clim- [ (AK)~\r)-(AKy\AK (k)) dr = 0,eiO £ J\r-A K (k)\<e
h = lim [[ signE (AK (u K ) - AK (k))(FK (u K ) - FK {k) -VAK (u K )) -V^dtdx£4-0 J J
=ff sign{u K ~k) (F K (u K ) - F K (k) - V A K (u K )) -VØdtdx
In addition
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Remark 3.2. In the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have in effect proved the following "weak" chain rule
(see, e.g., [2, 9, 37]):
for every non-negative function <f> G C£° with (f)\t=o = <f>\t=T = 0.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3 (Uniqueness). Assume that (1.4) and (1.5) hold. Let V,U be two entropy weak
solutions of (1.1), (1-3) with initial data V0 : respectively. Then for a.e. t G [O,T],
(3.6) f \V(x,t) -U(x,t)\dx <VK exp(K\\G\\u P t) / \VO (x) - Uo {x)\ dx.
J-R.d V J JKd
In particular, there exists at most one entropy weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.3).
Proof. Let <j> G C°°(UT x nT ), 4> >O, <f> = <j)(x,t : y,s), and
T/-y(x,t) = £/ = U(y,s) = (ul (y, 5),... ,vK (y,s)).
Let us introduce the "hyperbolic" sets
and V z ,4 K (f K ) = 0 a.e. in ££ and Vy AK (u K ) = 0 a.e. in ££.
From the entropy condition (2.3) for v K = vK (x,t) with k = u K (y,s), we have
Applying Lemma 3.1 with k replaced by uK , we have for all (y,s) £B£
(3.8)
By integrating over the additional variables {y,s) in (3.7) and (3.8) as well as using Lebesgue's
dominated convergence theorem, we find
-f (dtu,sign£ (A(u)-A(k))(f)}dt= [[( f signE (A(0-A(k))dndt<pdtdx :
£5 = {(x,t)eTlT\A"(vK (x,t))eEK }
El = {(y,s) €nT | A K (u K {y,s)) € E«)
For later use, observe that
- uK ) = s\gn{A K {v K ) - AK {u K )) a.e. in [(IIT \ ££) x UT] U [nT x (nT \ £")]
(3.7) -ff (\v K ~uK \4>t+ signK - u R ) [FK (v K ) - FK (u K )] •V æ <f>
n T
+ \A K {v K )-AK (u K )\Ax <j> >)dtdx< ff sign(v K -uK )g K {V)(Pdtdx
-ff(V - u K \<Pt + sign(^K - uK ) [FK (v«) - F^uK )}  Vx <f>
+ \AK (vK ) - A K {u K )\ Ax (f)) dtdx
= ~hm ff \W x A K {v K )\ 2 sign'£ (AK (v K )~AK {u K ))4>dtdx
+ff sign{v K - u K )g K {V) cf) dtdx.
-ffff (\v K - "*tø + signK - uK ) [FK (vK ) - FK (uK )] •V æ <f>
uT xTi T
+ \A K {v K ) - AK (uK )\Ax (p)dtdxdsdy
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- -lim ffff \Vx AK (v K )\ 2 sign,£ {A K (v K)-AK (u K ))(f>dtdxdsdy
(nT \££)x(nT \££)
(3.9)





We now use (3.11) to prove that for any non-negative test function <fi(x,t) G Cq°{llt),
- ////(K - uK \(j>t + siga{v K - u K ) [F K {v K ) - F K (u K )]  Vx 0
£u xU T
+ \AK {v K ) -AK {u K )\Ax (f))dtdxdsdy
- fff f (\v K -uK \<f>t + Biga(v K -uK )[FK (v K)-FK (uK )]-Vx 4>
(nr\^)xnT
+ \A K {v K ) - AK {uK )\Ax (p)dtdxdsdy
< ff (-lim ff\\/ x AK (v K )\ 2 sigii'£ {A K {v K)-AK (uK dsdV
+ ff f f sign(v K - u K )g K (V)(t)dtdx ds dy
Tlt xUt
- -lim ffff \Vx AK (v K )\ 2 sign£ (A K (v K )-AR (u K ))4>dtdxdsdy
(n T \^)xnT
+ //// sign(v K -uK )g K (V)(j)dtdxdsdy
Ut xUt
we derive the inequality
- JJJj (V - v K \<P s + sign(i;« - u*) [F>K ) - FK (u K )]  Vy <j>
+ \AK (vK ) -AK {u K )\Ay(p)dtdxdsdy
< -lim ffff \Vy A K {uK )\ 2 sign'£ (A K {uK)-AK {v K ))<fidtdxdsdy.
(nT \f«)x(nr \^)
+ //// sign(u K ~vK )g K (U)(f)dtdxdsdy.
Ut xIIt
By adding (3.9) and (3.10), we get
- [fff (K - u*l (dt + ds )4> + sign(t; K - uK ) [FK {v") - F K (uK )] • (Vx + V,) 4>
Ut xIIt
+ \A K {v K ) - A K {u K )\ {Ax + Aj,) 4>) dtdxdsdy
< -lim ffff + lVyA^u^yign^iv^-Aiu^dtdxdsdy
(nT \£»)x(nT \£*)
+ [fff sign(v K ~uK )(g K {V)-gK {U))4>dtdx ds dy
Ut xTLt
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(3.12)
where v K - v K (x, t), u K = u K (x, t), k - 1,..., K .
Following Kruzkov [32], we introduce a non-negative function 6 eCfi°, satisfying 6{a) = s{-a),
6(a) = 0 for \a\ >l, and JR 6{a) da =l. For p> 0 and t€ R, let <*,(*) = For p> 0 and
x G Rd , let wp (x) -  • • lp å{f). We take 0 = cf>(x,t,y,s) e Co°°(nT x nT ) to be
where t/> = £ Cq°(Ut) is another non-negative test function. Observe that
X7 x+y := Vx + Vy , A xy :=AX + 2VX - Vy +Ay .
After tedious but straightforward computations, we find that
(3.14)
Inserting (3.13) into (3.11) and then using (3.14), we get
(3.15)
where
_ /77k - uK \4> t + signK - uK ) [FK (v K ) - F K (u K )}  V 0 + \AK (v K ) - AK (u K dtdx
< [[sign(vK -uK )(gK (V)-gK (U))<f>dtdx,
fx +vt + s\ fx-y\ ,ft— s\
(3.13) <t>{x,t,y,s)=ip [~2~) 6P \~~2~) '
(dt + ds )åp =o, vx+y ujp =o, Axy^p =o,
where we have introduced the operators
r (dt + d.) cf>(x, t,y, s) = [(dt + da ) j> (2?, *±*)] up £P (*=*)
{A xy 4>(x,t,y,s) = (2±*, *±*)] w, (2?) <5P  
- JIU (4ne(x, t, y, *) + Cnv *, y, s) + 4ff (x, i, y, s))ujp S p dt dx ds dy
Ut xIIt
+ lim ffff (|V,AK (^)| 2 + |V y AK (^)| 2 )sign;(AK (^)-ylK (uK ))(/>d^x(i
(nT \^)x(nT \^)
+fJff lly {x, t, y, s) dt dx ds dy < IJJJ Cur (x, t, y, s)up &p dt dx ds dyn T xn T n T xn T
IKd[ff (x,t,y,s) = \AK (v«(x,t))-AK {uK (y,B))\ Axv l> (^>^)
r:y (x,t,y,s) = 2\A*(v K (x,t))-AK (u*(y 7 s))\Vx -Vy<l>(t,x,y,s),
Cx  }" v t ~\~ s \
JconvOM>!/> s ) = sign(v K (x,t) -uK (y,s))
x [FK (vK (x,t))-FK (uK (y,s))] • V ,
CurOM;</,s) = siga{v K (x,t) -uK {y,s))
x {v(x,t))-g^U(y,s))]^(^^y
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Observe that repeated integration by parts gives
(n T \^)x(nT \^)
Now since
(3.16)
0= Rd xRd x |(t» o<£+r <T, o<i-r<r}.
As usual with this change of variables, see e.g. [32],
But in addition it has the wonderful property of completely diagonalizing the operator Aiy :
Keeping in mind that
where
fJffrxy (X ,t,y,s) dtdx éS dy
llt xIIt
= -lim ffff 2( f sign£ (AK {o ~AK {vK))dA V x -Vy 4>dtdxdsdy
n T xn T
= lim ffff2Vx A K (v K )-V y A K (u K )s\gn'£ {A K {v K )-AK {u K ))4>dtdxdsdy
Fltxllt
- lim /Y/7 2V X AK (u K ) • V y AK (u K )sign'£ {A K (v K ) - AK {uK ))4>dtdxds dy
jV, AK (v K )\ 2 -2 V, AK {v K ) •Vy A K (u K ) + \V y AK (u K )\ 2 = |Va AK (y K ) -V, A K (u K )\ 2 >O,
it follows from (3.15) that
////(J dtdxdsdy
Ut xIIt
- Ull Sp dtdxdsdy
Let us introduce the change of variables
x+ y -_t + s x- y t- s
x = ~2~ 1 Z~~T ~) r ~~~Y~
which maps Ut x into
(dt +ds = V>tOM), Vx+J/ Ø(a;,t,y,s) = Vxi/>{x,i)
fx + y t+ s\ . ~ _ ~.
x~Æ + z, y=x z, t=t + r, s—t r,
we may now write (3.16) as
(3.17) - ||J|(/t1 me (x,t>^
< fffJlsKOUT (x,i,z : T)ujp (z)Sp (r)didxdTdz,
I*iS (x,i,z,T) = \AK (v K (x + z,t + r)) - AK {uK {x - z,i - r))| Anp(x,i)
I£me (x, i, z, r) = \v K {x + z,i+r)- uK (x ~z, i - r)tø(x, *),
JcKonv (x, t, 2, r) = sign(t; K (f +z,£+ r) - u K (æ -z, f - r))
x \fk (v k (x + z,t + r)) - FK {uK (x - z,i - r))] • V^(Æ,t),
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After the work of Kruzkov [32], it is a routine exercise to use Lebesgue's differentiation theorem
to pass to the limit in (3.17) as p i 0 to obtain (3.12) (with ip rather than ø).
Equipped with (3.12), we can now conclude the proof of the theorem. Pick two (arbitrary
but fixed) Lebesgue points tl} t2 G (O,T) of \\v K (-, t) - u K (-, t)\\ LHnd) , k = 1,...,K. For any
v e (o,min(ti,T-£2 )), let
Notice that *'„(*) = 6v (t -h) - 6„(t - t 2). Pick a function %j) e Co°°(Rd ) such that
and O<V < 1 when I<kl < 2. Let ipr (x) = for r>l. We then take the test function ø
in (3.12) to be of the form
(3.18)
Since v K ,u K € L1 (IIt), we obviously have
Consequently, sending r t 00 in (3.12) yields
(3.19) - / f \vK (x,t) -u"(x,t)\ X'v {t)dtdx <\gK \ jj -ul {x,t)\xv{t)dtdx.
Summing (3.19) over k we find
[f \v K {x,t) - u K {x,t)\ X'At)dtdx < CJ2 ff' \v R {x,t)-uK {x,t)\xAt)dtdx,
K=l n T K=l n T
(3.20)
An application of Gronwalks inequality now gives
By using the inequality J2 K \vK - uK \ < y/K\\V - U\\ and since t 2 is an arbitrary Lebesgue point,
the theorem is proved.  
/sKour (x,M,r) = sign{v K {x + z,i +r) - u K {x - z,i - r))
x \gK {V(x + z,i+T))-gK (U(x-z,i-T)j\il>(x,i).
Xu(t) = ff„(i -h) - Hv (t - É 2), #„(*) = / 5,(0 / —oo
1 ' II- 1 '
\O, \x\ >2,
cf)(x,t,y,s) =Xv{t)<Pr{x)-
ff (sign(v K -uK)[FK (v K ) - F>K )] -Vipr + \AK (v K ) - AK (uK )\ Ac/>r ) dtdx 0.
n T
where C:= Km&xK (\g K \ Lip )- Sending v\.o in (3.20), we get
K
Y/ \v K {x,t 2 ) - u K (x,t2 )\ dx
K=l •/±l
<V f |v K (x,ti)-u't (rc,tl )| dx + C f 2 (V / Æ.
K K
V/ \v K {x,t2 )~uK (x,t2 )\dx<exp(C{t2 -t 1)) V / K(x, ti) - uK (:r, h)\ dx.
J*d n=l J*d
2 )V / K{x,o)-uK (x,o)\dx.
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Remark 3.4. We note that proof of Theorem 3.3 is slightly different from the corresponding proof
in [9]. We here work with the term
and exploits fully the identity
which holds for any (smooth) function $: R-> R. In [9], the author works instead with the term
and exploits eventually the usual "Kruzkov identity"
The interested reader is hereby invited to have a look at Ishii's paper [26] to see how the identity
(3.21) (implicitly) plays a central role in the uniqueness proof for vtscosity solutions of degenerate
second order partial differential equations.
Remark 3.5. Following [29] and [27], one can prove that Theorem 3.3 holds for more general
systems of the type
where F K ,K K ,A K ,g K satisfy the same assumptions as in [29, 27]. In particular. KK is a diagonal
matrix that needs to be bounded away from zero a.e.
4. Existence of Entropy Solution
In this section, we prove existence of an entropy solution by establishing convergence of certain
finite difference approximations. To this end, we shall assume that u 0 belongs to L 1(Rd )nßV('Rd )
and has compact support, the latter implies that all subsequent sums over / are finite. Further
more, we shall assume that F and A are Cl . These additional assumptions on uO ,F, A will be
removed towards the end of this section (see the proof of Theorem 4.9).
Let I = (ii,... ,id) GZ d be a multi-index and let e; €Zd the multi-index with with zeros
everywhere except for a 1 at the ith place. Selecting a mesh size h > 0, a time step At > 0, and
integer N such that NAt =T, the value of our finite difference approximation of u K at the point
(x/,tn) = (hl,nAt), with IG Z d and n - 0,..., Ar , will be denoted by u K{n for ac = 1,...,K.
Sometimes we write Uf for the vector (u)' n ,... ,uf,n ). To simplify the notation, we introduce
the (backward and forward) finite difference operators
As already mentioned in the introduction, we shall analyze the Engquist-Osher (generalized
upwind) scheme. For a scalar flux function Ff(u), the associated Engquist-Osher numerical flux
function [l7] can be written as
which is Lipschitz (actually C 1) in both variables with (common) Lipschitz constant We
may write
(4.2)
AK (y K)-AK (uK)\(Ax <i> + Ay <l>)
(3.21) Ax s(x -y)+2Vx -Vy s(z - y) + Av s{x - y) = 0,
signK - u K ) (vx A K (v K )  Væ (f> -Vy A K (uK )  Vyø) ,
Vx s(x-y) + Vy s{x-y) = 0.
< + div F K (x, t, u K ) =Ax (KK (x, t)A K (uK )) + g K (x,t,U), k=1,...,K,
Di-Uj' = -{uj -Uj_e .), U l)+ u I --[ul+e .-Uj j, i-i,...,ct.
1 1 f v dFK
(4.1) F^°iu,v)= l ~rir) dr
FtE°(u,v)=:Fr+ (u) + Fr(v),
where (recall that F*(0) = 0)ru /rjTpK v f v /r]F K \
F>' +(u) = i (^r (r)v °)* Friv) = L (^r <r)A °) * 
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Remark 4.1. For a monotone flux function Ff, the Engquist-Osher flux reduces to the upwind
flux, i.e.,
The Engquist-Osher fmite difference scheme now takes the form
(4.3) "''"- + £>,- (*fEO K'\<£J - r>i>+ A" « *)) =gK (U?),i—l
Letting A = and /i = |jf, we assume hereafter that the following CFL condition holds
(4.4) dit ~ • du „
For later use, we note that we may write the finite difference scheme (4.3) as
(4.7) xi - {xe~Rd I h(ij-1/2) <x, < h{ij+ 1/2), j = 1,...,d}, i" = (n,...,id).
We initialize the scheme by setting
XI XI
Our first lemma provides uniform Ll ,!/ 00 , W estimates for Uh .
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C, independent of h, such that t G (O,T)
< c> < C < c.
Proof. First note that we can write uj'n+l = SK (uK > n ;I) } where <S K : L l (Z d ) -> L x (Z d ) maps the
sequence itK,n {it7 ' n }/ according to the formula
An easy exercise will reveal that the CFL condition (4.4) implies that SK (-) is a monotone
function of all its arguments. Since the difference approximation has compact support, we get
52jSK (uK 'n ',l) = J2TU - Since Kis monotone and obviously commutes with spatial transla
tions, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
For a grid function u {it/}/, we recall that the Lp norms are defined as
F«>EO (u,v)=F?(u) FlK > EO (u,v) = FlK (v) if -£- < 0
K=1,...,K.
i=\ II 1100
(4.5) At ' l ' /+e' ; ;
K,n+l K,n+l , ,\+„k (TTn \ l~ 1 1\
I Uj' =Uj + l\tg (Uj), At— 1,..., A.
Sometimes we will write U™ for the vector f Uj ,n ,... ,Uj' n ).
The approximate solution Uh = {u\, ..., u%) is then defined as
(4.6) Uh (x,t) = Uf, for (x,t) €Xi x [*n,*n+i),
where xi denotes the set
(4.8) U? = / U0 (x) dx = h~ d f U0 (x) dx.\Xi\ J J
i=l
V 4 - y i \\ u Hli(Z j ) -WU IIL 1 (Z d ) •
=X) IU/| P ' P <oo ' II w IIl~(Z«) =SUp|w/|
/ I
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Furthermore, using a standard argument, the inequality (4.9) is also valid with Lx (fL d ) replaced
by L°°(Zd ). For completeness we repeat the argument here in the case å— 1. Rewriting (4.5) and
using (4.2) we find
Here the quantities cL4*, gL4j+1 , dFj' denote derivatives of A K and FK,± , respectively, evaluated
at points between u^' n and using the mean value theorem. Applying the CFL condition (4.4)
we see that
(4.12)
Similarly, an application of Lemma 2.2 gives J2i W/' n+l - u < YLi | M/' n ~ w;l", |




The next lemma shows that Uh(-,t) is L 1 Holder continuous in time
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant C, independent of h, such that
\\Uh (;t + r)-Uh (;t)\\ LHRd) re (0, T) and t G (O,T - r).
Proof. Let ø - ø(:r) be a Co°(Rd ) function and set <f>j = ø(xj). From (4.3) we get
-K,n+i = un,n _ x(FK ' + {uKj'n ) - FK,+ «in 1) +F" - FK >-{u^ n ))
=(1 - fidA 1} ~ fidAKl+l - \dF*'+ + XdFj~)uhfn
(4.10) + (isdA Kj + + (iidAKl+l - XdF?-)^^
u Kfn+l <(1 - fidAf - Kl+l - XdF^ + + XdF?'-) \u Kf n \
+ (udA} + \dF*' + ) + {fidAf+l - XdF?'-) \u^
(4-11) < IK'1l~(z<*) •
Thus we have shown
—K,n+l II < \\ii K > n \\
U llL~(Z«') - H W llL~(Z«')
Using (4.5), (4.9) and summing over k, = 1,..., K, we get
Ei"'""+i ii^(z-,<( i + A'„i?,ax if (i9'i iL,p)^)i; ||t''1 '" 11 p=i '°°
from which it follows that
K r K
E K,n iL, ( z-) < (i + K K^J\9K \ Up e hK'°\\L> mK=l K=l
K
<exp(ctn) K '°!| LP(zd) , n = 0,...,N, p=l,oo
for some constant C independent h.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
n = 0,...,N.
wE* («r”-«?•”) - ('““EEIi \ i i= i
Bi
d \
+ hd J2H \Di,+ <j>iDiÆAK (u^n ) |+ hd £ \<t>i9 K (U?) I At
i t=i i /s_ ' —s
B 2 B 3
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Equipped with Lemma 4.2, we get the following estimates:
for some constant Ci, C 2, C 3 that are independent of /i. From these estimates it now follows that
for some constant C 4 that is independent of h.
Regarding u£, we have
(4.14)
u
where x/ is dermed in (4.7). Let us estimate the additional error term J 4. Using the finite difference
scheme (4.3) and Lemma 4.2, we can do this as we did for £?!, t32 , #3 :
for some constant C 5 that is independent of h.
From this estimate as well as (4.14) and (4.13), we get
(4.15)
Let r, f be as in the lemma. Using (4.15), it is not difficult to show that
for some constant C 7 that is independent of h. In view of (4.16), the lemma now follows from an
application of Lemma 2.5. D
The next lemma provides us with a uniform L 2 space translation estimate for AK (Uh)-
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant C, independent of h, such that
|Bi|<2max Tn \ < Ci IMIz,~(R") >
' 7 2=l
\B2 \ < max ——(w) max ||øx . || L co (Rd) dV, /J l^ l >+ u/' n | - 2 max lIØa;<II.L°°(Rd ) >
I i=l
K
w < E (Vu hd E tø,n i) Cs >
(4.13) hd J2{uTn+1 ~ uT n) fa < +max||Øx ,|| Lco(Rd) )At
/ (u^(x,tn+l )-u^(x: tn yj(f){x)dx
<h“t (u?’n+i - u*-n ) <h +Y, I«r+1 -«r / w*) -<mi 1 '  'X'
\r \ ili il i.d+l \ K,n+l K,n
\h\ < max||øXi || Loo(Rd) /i + | u/ ~ u/
1 V / l= i / »=i
d v
+ hd E E K+^K tø-" <) I + +I E i^k i ) At^Cs mfx Ai '7 i=l J '
/ (u£(x,tn+l ) -ul(x,tn )j(f){x)dx
< C6M|ø||Loo(Rrf) +max||ø2;i || L oo( R<i ) JAt, C 6 := C 4 + C 5.
(4.16) f d (ut(t +r) - <(t)) <t>{x) <C7 (||ø|| LOo (Rd) + max \\<f>Xi || L ~ (Rd) )r,
(4.17) \\AK (Uh (- +y, •)) -AK (Uh (-, •))l! L2( < C|y|, 2/ € Rd .
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Proof. We shall derive a discrete energy estimate. Multiplying (4.3) by A£/id w*' n , summing over
n,I, and then doing summation by parts in J, we find that
(4.18)
Assuming (without loss of generality) that maxu dAK (u)/du > 0 and since dA K /du > 0, we also
have
J—-(Dit+A" (uTn )) 2 < Dit+uTnDit+ A K (ur)max /
From these observations, we get from (4.18) that
(4.19)
for constants CI: C2 that are independent of h. To derive the last two inequalities, we used that
the finite difference solution is uniformly bounded in the Ll ,L°°,BV norms.
From (4.3) and the inequality (£?= l a x f <cr Y?i=l (^) 2 for any integer r>l, we find that
(4.20)
d
 K,n f K,n+l n K,n\ . A*^TV„K ' n n ttik,EO / K,n K,n \
h l^ UI \U I ~ UI )+ Ath l^L^ UI °i-ti \UI ' a/+e,.)
n,I n,I i=l
+ Athd EEa,wna,+a* K,n ) - A^d Ew/ n ) =°-
n,/ i=l n,I
Observe that we can write
K,n ( K,n+l n,n\ 1( ( K,n+l\ / K,n\2 f «,n+l 0l K > n \ \
V [ui ~ ui ) = 2\\ I ) ~^ 7 V 7 ~J ) )
u du K ' n,I t=l
<-yL K j-K ) +yHu/ ~ w/ J
- At hd E E ,nA,-iT,EO K,n , <+e ,) + Athd Eu?v w)
yL lu/ j ~{ui )J + tMu' ~ UI )I nJ
- Athd E É «?n^,--p,r ,EO K,n , %+e,) + At £ uT n 9K (u?)
<Ci +—V (<'n+l -<'n ) 2 + 2maxK'n |maX |^(W)|At^^Él^-w/'n |/ '   \ / Titl *)TX CX (X _n,7 n - J I=l
+i;(^u^£!«ri)k=l \ n,I J
n' 7 ) 2 'n,I
\ (ur+1 -ur) 2 < cd^j^(DlÆ (,r,<;j) 2i—l
Bi
+cd At2 J 2 (Di,+A* (u^n) 2 +cd At2 (V (u?i) 2 ,i=l v v— 'v , s B 3B
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for some constant Cd that is independent of h but it depends on d (the number of spatial dimen
sions). In view of (the hyperbolic part of) (4.4) and Lemma 4.2, we have that
for some constant C 3 that is independent of h. Similarly, in view of (the parabolic part of) (4.4)
and the L l , L°° bounds in Lemma 4.2, we have that
Finally, we have ~- YL n ,i - Q-
Summing up, from (4.20) and the uniform bounds just obtained for 8i,82,8%, we have
for some constant C 6 that is independent of h. Plugging this estimate into (4.18), we finally get
(4.21)
for some constant C 7 that is independent of h.
Let us now derive (4.17) from (4.21). First note that for x € Xii x+ y € XJ a f°r some
multi-index Ja , and et = 1,.. ~£, with £ depending only on d. Hence we have
(4.22)
for some weights {ca } a=l C [o,l] with sZa=l cQ =l, see Figure 1 for an illustration when d— 2.
We set Ja ~Ja —I, and iff = (Jf,..., JfLi, 0,..., 0). Using this notation, we can now write
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
/Bi <Amax —~{u) max|ii7 ' \Atha ) ) \Di -Fi ' (w/ ,itj+ e .)
<max|u"' n |max —l-(u) At /id Y" T|A _<'n | < C 3,_ n,/ ' i,u du ' i i- -1 n,I i~l
YB2 < ma max \u Kr' n \ AUd VV \D t + AK {u Kfn ) \
2 ~ h u du K ' n,I ' I ' ,+ v i /I
< 2fj,d[ max ——(w))" max \u^' n \ At h y, l w/'n |(Jj UL 71, i n,7
n,I
d o
Athd EE(^+A*w,fl )) <ct,
JJ(åk «(x + y,t)) -A* « {x,t))f dtdx
= At E / (AK «(x + y> **)) -AK K,n )) 2 <&
At E^É c«(^(^n)-^K,n)) 2n,I a=l
a" -a- (un =ÉE U' («Ktr+a+iw) - A" («KW +>..))t=l 7=l 7
i=\ j=i
(> («}") - (% ,n)) 2 <Éi J“ - *l ft2 É Ei=l i= 1 j=l ' '
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Figure 1. Illustration of the set \i + V when d = 2, which here intersects \Ja ,
a=l, 2, 3,4. We choose each weight ca as ca = \xj° f]{xi + y)\ I \Xi + J/l-
Using (4.21) we find
where the constant C 8 does not depend on yor h and we have used that maxi]Q | Jf - l\h < \y\.
This concludes the proof of (4.17). D
Remark 4.5. It is possible to derive Lemma 4.4 without using BV regularity of the approximate
solution, see [2B] and also [l, 10, 22, 25, 30].
The next lemma provides us with a uniform L 2 time translation estimate for A (Uh)-
Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant C, independent of h, such that
(4.23) \\A* (Uh(;  + r)) -A* (Uh (-, < Cy/?, r £ (0, T).
Proof. We will use the space estimate (4.21) and the finite difference scheme (4.3) to show that
AK (u£) is also L 2 continuous in time. For t € [tn ,tn+l ), t+ r G [tn+m Q , t n+ma +i) for some ma ,
a=l, 2, and m 2 = rri\ +1- Furthermore m 2 At <r + At. Using this notation we have that
d JT~ l / \ 2
< dmax |j? - 1| h 2 J 2 E («J+V+je,) )
"(4.22)" < dmax|Jf -l| Athd+2 J]cQ EE E ("J+V+iejJ
< d [max |Jf - l\h\ Ai/id^]T(z) K'71 ))' <C8 \yf ,
j[(AK (u"h (x,t + T))-AK (u Kh (x,t))) 2 dtdx
n T -T
(4.24) 2
for some weights cu c 2 € [o,l] satisfying cx +c2 = .1. Now
(AK «'ro«)-A*«'n )) 2
< max (ak «"+ma ) -A" K'n)) (<ma - uTn)
n+ma — 1
<Ci (> «'n+m*) -a« K-n)) J 2 {uKi ,m+l - <,m)
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Using Lemma 4.2 (as before), we get the uniform bound
(4.25)
where Ci is independent of h and we have used that (777,2 l)At < r.
Regarding 82, a, we use summation by parts to obtain
where we have used the identity ab < | (a2 + 62 ) for all a, 6£ R. Now that we have used the
scheme to get rid of all time differences we use (4.21) to conclude that
(4.26)
for some constant C 3 independent of Ai. Now (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) closes the proof of (4.23).
Remark 4.7. Observe that if we went directly via Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 (interpolating between L 1
and L°°), then we would have obtained the (not optimal) estimate
\\A(Uh (;t + T))-A(Uh (;t))\\L2{Rd) <Ct±, te(O,T)
for some constant that is independent of h.
We next show that the finite difference scheme satisfies a discrete entropy condition, Let
rj : R—> Rbe an entropy function. In this case the associated Engquist-Osher (numerical) entropy
flux q K > EO {u,v) = (q*'E 0 ,.. • ,^'EO ) is defined by (see, e.g., Kroner [3O, p. 184])
(4.27) qt'EO (u,v) =
The next lemma provides us with a cell entropy inequality for the Engquist-Osher scheme (4.3).
n-\-ma — 1 d
n+ma — 1 d
+ (åk (u^ n+ma ) -AK «'n))At 5Z J2 Di>- Di>+ AK W'™)
n+m a — 1
+UK (u^n+ma ) -AK «'n )) At Y, 9 K •m=n
Athd Y, \Blta (n,l)\ + \B3 ,a {n,l)\ < C2 r,
n,I
71+TOQ — 1 d
/ m—n I i=l
n-\-ma 1 d
m=n I i=l
< (mQ -1)£ (£ (A,+A« K-+^)) 2 + (A.+A» W'")) 2 )
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Lemma 4.8. For any entropy function 77: R-» R and corresponding entropy fluxes q K > EO ,r K ,
(4.28)
Proof. Assume for the moment that the following inequality holds:
Then using (4.5) and convexity of the entropy function 77, it follows that
Combining (4.29) and (4.30), we get the desired cell entropy inequality (4.28).
It remains to prove (4.29). The proof is based on a monotonicity property ensured by the CFL
condition. We refer to Kroner [3o] for a similar proof in the context of hyperbolic conservation
laws. For k = 1,..., K, denne the function HK : R2d -> Rby
d
/_*, n+l\ 1 K,n\ , ( k,EO 1 n,n K,n \ k,EO f.K,n K,n\\
= T}(uKI 'n+ J-7?(V )+^2^{qi (UI 'Ul+eJ-Qi \ U I-e^ UI ))
where
d
-K ,n+l K,n \ ST" { tp*.,EO / K,n K,n \ fk,EO / n,n K,n\ \
V =Uj' -*2^{Fi \ UI > U l+eJ~*i \ uI-e^ UI ))i=l
Observe that
Furthermore, using a first order Taylor expansion along with the CFL condition (4.4) and convexity
of 77, it is not hard to check that
From this we conclude that F is a non-positive function and hence (4.29) follows.
We now have the necessary tools to prove our main result of this section.
Theorem 4.9 (Existence). Assume that (1.4) and (1.5) hold. There exists an entropy solution
of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1-3). Furthermore, the entropy solution eau be constructed as the
limit of a sequence of finite difference approximations.
Proof. Let us first treat the case where u 0 belongs to L l {Rd )nL00 (Rd )nBV(R d ) and has compact
support. Furthermore, we assume that F, A are Cl . In view of the h uniform estimates in Lemmas
4.2 and 4.3, Lemma 2.3 tells us that the sequence {< //l>o is compact in L}oc (ILT)- Moreover,
any limit point of this sequence satisfies (1) and (4) in Defmition 2.1. Using Lemma 4.8 and
standard arguments analogous to the ones used to prove the classical Lax-Wendroff theorem, we
eventually conclude that any limit point of {u£} h>o satisfies the entropy condition (2.1). In view
77 Ur —T) (Ur ) d
- + 2^ Di,- (li \ U I
i—l
d
-]T A,-A,+r" K'n ) < r?' (u?'n+l ) y" rø ,« = 1,..., K.i=l
77 tu K ' n+l ] ~ T){u K ' n ) d d
(4.29) L '— + E 0 («? ".«KJ " s>i.~Di . + r" W) <O.
I=l i=l
(4.30) rj fan+l ) >r? (<'n+l ) -r/ (u^n+l ) AtgK (U?) .
7-7-k / n,n K,n „, K i n „, K < n \
+ ne i )-2rK K'n)+^KTej) )i-1
+mE(-4“ KJ - 24, t + -4" K;”.))i=i
ttk i K.n K,n\ p.
H (uy ~.., uy ) o
fa,tf*«'n ,...,&,...,ur)>0, &<«?". £ = 1,...,2d.
\diHK (uKI ' n ,...,^...^n &><'", €=1,...,2d.
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of Lemma 4.17, Lemma 4.6, and since AK (uKh ) obviously belongs to L2 (ilT ), Lemma 2.4 tells us
that the sequence {A K {u£)}h>o is compact in L20C (nT). Moreover, any limit point of this sequence
satisfies (3) in Definition (2.1).
To treat the general case where u 0 only belongs to L l ('Rd ) D L°°(Rd ), we use the L 1 stability
result in Theorem 3.3 along with an approximation procedure. This argument is classical and it
is thus omitted, see instead Crandall and Majda [ls], for example. Similarly, the case that F, A
are merely Lipschitz continuous can be treated by approximating F, A with Cl functions Fi,At
and noting that all previous estimates are robust with respect to sending l f °°.  
5. A NUMERICAL EXAiMPLE
As an illustration of the ideas set forth in this paper, we consider a simplified model of biodegra
dation of a contaminant in a porous medium. Assume that a contaminant (e.g., oil) is injected into
a porous medium containing water with dissolved oxygen. The contaminant reacts with oxygen to
some third component, which we assume does not influence the model. We also assume that the
oxygen is passively advected along with the flow, and that it dissolves equally well in the water
and the contaminant. To be precise, we study the following model
Here, u denotes the concentration of the contaminant, and c the concentration of the oxygen. The
velocity field v is given by
and the source term g models the reaction by Monod kinetics via
Finally, we set e 0.25. We consider this model in the rectangle (x, y) G [o,l] x [O, 0.5]. To compute
numerical approximations we use a straightforward modification of the Engquist-Osher scheme
(4.3), using Neumann boundary conditions. We remark that this model is strongly inspired by a
similar model in [36]. In Figure 2 we show the velocity field v and the setup for our computations.
The "inlet" is at the point (0.1,0.25) and is modeled by setting
where
Furthermore, we also set u(x, y, t) = 1 for (x, y) G D. The initial "oxygen" saturation is everywhere
1, Le., c(x,y,o) = 1. We used Ax = Ay 1/100 for our simulation. In Figure 3 we show the
saturation u at t = 0.4 if K = 0 in (5.2), i.e., we have a scalar conservation law. Compare this
with Figure 4 where we show the approximate solution of (5.1) at t = 0.4. In Figure 5 we show
the corresponding c variable. It is not difficult to see the effect of the coupling of the equations.
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